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Featured articles and news

Interview with UK-GBC

Regardless of Trump, global momentum behind green buildings is
on the increase, says Julie Hirigoyen.

Biomimicry in Architecture

A book exploring how
biomimicry could offer
solutions for the built
environment.

Employer's requirements

An introduction to employer's
requirements - what they are
for and what they should
include.

BIM in infrastructure

How the adoption of BIM is
helping improve infrastructure
project delivery.

New Garden Square

U+I reveal plans for a new
mixed-use development in
Birmingham.

National Infrastructure
Commission

The independence of the NIC
may be under threat as it
becomes an executive
agency.

Future flood prevention

A Commons select committee
criticises DEFRA for failing to
take up its recommendations.

Featured building

As President Trump starts building barriers, read the story behind
one of the world's largest office buildings, the Pentagon.

Around the web

CladGlobal, 26 Jan

Santiago Calatrava is set to
announce a £1bn project at the
heart of the Greenwich
Peninsula.

Dezeen, 26 Jan

America's most expensive
home goes on the market at
$250m.

BPF, 26 Jan

BPF and the Local
Government Association
launch a report highlighting
best practice for public-private
collaboration.

Constructing Excellence, 26
Jan

12 ways construction can
engage with higher education.

RICS, 26 Jan

Investment in UK commercial
property continues to rebound
post the Brexit vote.

FMB, 25 Jan

The construction skills
shortage now extends to
roofers, electricians and
plasterers.

GCR, 25 Jan

The world's longest aerial
cycle way.

Youtube, 25 Jan

Richard Rogers explains the
design ethos behind his
buildings.

The Guardian, 24 Jan

Trump signs an executive
order reviving the controversial
energy pipelines cancelled by
Obama.
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